Sports Premium Review 2016/17

Old Park Primary was allocated £9795.00 Sports Premium funding in 16/17
How was the money spent?
Spend
£2045.00 was spent on a dedicated sports coach to deliver a range of extra-curricular clubs including
multi-sports, football, table tennis and fun & fitness after school.
Impact
These sessions provided additional opportunities for children to access sports activity above those
delivered on a voluntary basis by our PE co-ordinator.
The sports premium grant allowed us to continue to provide a wider offer that included Y1 – 4. This
allowed pupils the opportunity to access after school sports, increased fitness levels and develop;
physical, team work and communication skills. We will look to increase the offer next year to
include Reception aged pupils.
A total of 240 accessed a full terms activity across the year. The aim next year is to extend the offer
to reception aged pupils and maintain this level of participation.
Spend
£4000.00 was spent to appoint a sports coach who was able to deliver high quality PE across the
school.
Impact
The coach was supported by the PE co-ordinator. He coach was able to provide all staff with
continued professional development, they were able to observe quality teaching and be assisted
with planning and assessment of PE. This prepared them for the change in the 17/18 academic year
where teachers would once again take on the delivery of PE. Staff shared that they found that
observations of the coach increased their confidence in teaching PE again.
Spend
£750.00 was spent on a service level agreement with a Primary PE specialist.
Impact
This enables our PE co-ordinator to network with other co-ordinators, access training and included
subscriptions to afPE. The co-ordinator can contact the specialist at any time for support and
guidance. This support provides continued professional development for our PE co-ordinator in this
specialised subject. Her knowledge is then cascaded within the school through staff meetings and
updates.

Spend
£2950.00 was spent on a range of resources for PE, outdoor play, forest school and breakfast club.
Impact
These equipment and facility improvements to the outdoor area have increased interest in physical
activity during breaks times, this impact is added to thanks to the emphasis placed upon lunch staff
to lead and encourage participation in specific activities.
Additional resources for PE have enabled the coach and teaching staff to differentiate lessons using
a range of equipment.
Breakfast club have also expanded their activity away from just football. With more children trying
new activities. Our new forest school has been made more accessible with barked pathways and
interactive activities within the area to enable the forest school sessions to be more active.
Spend
£50 was spent on travel and competition fees.
Impact
Selected children have participated in two swimming galas and football tournaments in KS2 and all
children participate in our annual competitive sports afternoons. Parents attend to support and we
hold three events to maximise participation across the school.

